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Warrant canary transparency report

The Tutanota Transparency Report shall be updated every six months. We will only release individual mailboxes if we receive a valid German court order. All e-mail content (subject, body, attachments) is end-to-end encrypted, and we can't decrypt that data. In year 1. 2 cases. received
real-time traffic data requests in 5 cases. traffic data in real time, as the German court order has been issued in 0 cases. stored content data in 24 cases. encrypted content stored in the German court order in 22 cases. requests for real-time content data in 5 cases. real-time content data,
as a German court order in 0 cases. Previous Tranparency reports 1. 5 cases. 27 cases. traffic data in real time, as 12 cases have been issued by a German court order. objected to real-time traffic data requests in 12 cases* received a request for stored content data in 35 cases. data
stored in encrypted content due to a German court order in 33 cases. objected to requests for encrypted content data stored in 33 cases* received requests for real-time content data in 12 cases. because the German court order has been issued in 9 cases. objected to real-time content
data requests in 9 cases* * The Court of Justice of the European Union ruled on 13 June 2019 that online e-mail services should not be regarded as telecommunications services. We therefore object to all applications based on the assumption that we are a telecommunications service.
Between 1 January and 30 June 2019, Tutanota has received stock data requests in 59 cases. issued inventory data in three cases. 15 cases. traffic data, since 9 cases have a valid German court order. received requests for stored content data in 20 cases. 18 cases due to a valid German
court order. requests received in real time for the content of the data in 4 cases. content data, as this applies in four cases in the German court. From July 1 to 31, 2018, Tutanota has received warehouse data requests in 93 cases. 2 cases. 15 cases. due to the current German court order
in six cases. 19 cases. encrypted content data due to a valid German court order in 16 cases. Between 1 January and 30 June 2018, Tutanota has received a request for stock data on the 64th annual report of the 2018 financial year. 2 cases. 21 cases. 15 cases due to a German court
order. 15 cases. encrypted content data in 12 cases due to a valid German court order. Between July 1 and 31.12.2017, Tutanota has received 44 requests for stock data. issued inventory data in 7 cases. 15 cases. due to the current German court order in 8 cases. requests for content
data received in five cases. encrypted content data, as 5 cases have a valid German court order. Between 1 January and 30 June 2017, Tutanota has received stock data requests in 23 cases. 2 cases. requests for traffic data in five cases. due to the current German court order in 2 cases.
requests for content data received in four cases. encrypted content data, as this applies in four cases under a German court order. 1. encrypted user data, since 2 cases were subject to a German court order. Between 1 January 2016 and 30 June 2016, Tutanota received user data
requests in 30 cases. encrypted user data, since on 1 January 2004 the commission will be required to provide the following information: Since tutanota was launched in March 2014 to 1 January 2015, encrypted user data has been encrypted due to a valid German court order in three
cases. Canary Tutanota has never received any national security letter or FISA court order and the FISA court has not issued us any gag warrants. We have never placed the backdoors of our hardware or software and have not received any requests to do so. We publish our web client,



desktop customers, and iOS and Android apps open source so that everyone can verify that Tutanota is doing what we allow: Keep your encrypted emails to the maximum. PS: The transparency report is updated every six months. Canary is always up to date. If any of the applications had
been made above, we would immediately take the canary. However, such a request is not possible under German law. Order canaries operate in a similar way to canaries in a coal mine. Just as the death of a canary in a mine shaft signals that it is full of toxic gases, the canaries of the
order are giving companies the opportunity to signal once they have received secret orders from the government to hand over user data. Why can't they just tell people? Changes to U.S. law made it illegal for companies to disclose their orders. However, the changes did not prohibit
companies from publishing that they had not received them. This legal loophole gave birth to a canaries warrant. If an establishment which has not previously been A notice consistent with we have not received secret requests from the FBI or other government agencies may terminate the
publication of the notice if it received such a request. This gives the company the opportunity to inform the world that they have received an order without actively declaring it and applying legal penalties to themselves. While the principle behind the order seems reasonable, their
effectiveness is debatable, especially given the abundance of applications and the changing dynamics of data collection. The history of the order of canaries the concept of order canaries originated in response to the U.S. adoption of the Patriot Act of 2001. These comprehensive legislation
introduced various reforms to combat terrorism. Among them, law enforcement powers were expanded, the exchange of information between authorities was stepped up and sanctions for terrorism-related activities were increased. The Patriot Act caused significant controversy among civil
liberties advocates, with the Electronic Privacy Information Center calling the laws unconstitutional, and noting that private communications law-abiding American citizens may have been detained by chance. One of the main concerns related to the warrant for the canaries involved in the
Title V Patriot Act, which changed the way national security letters could be used. These are administrative summonses made by the U.S. government for national security purposes. However, they do not have to approve the judge, and the recipient is not allowed to disclose the fact that
they have received such an order. The National Security Letters National Security Letters (NSLs) were first established under the Financial Institutions Regulatory and Interest Rate Control Act of 1978, and allowed the FBI to obtain financial data only if: It was able to show that the suspect in
question was a foreign power or agent of a foreign power. The financial institution agreed to the letter – it was voluntary to comply with the NSLs. Although the credit institution was not required to comply with the NSL, it was not allowed to disclose that it had received it. Under the Electronic
Communications Privacy Act 1986, a new type of mandatory NSL was introduced, allowing government agencies to access stored electronic communications information (mainly stored data) from cable or electronic communications service providers (tead providers) only if: the information
provided was limited to information on subscriber information and toll invoices, as well as to electronic communications transaction information. The information was relevant to authorized foreign counterintelligence investigations, and there were specific and express facts that led them to
believe that the information was related to a foreign authority. The NSL was approved by the director of the FBI, or anyone delegated to the task director. In 1993, Congress further eased its protections against nsls, opening them up not only but anyone who allegedly communicates with
foreign agents about terrorism or intelligence. In 2001, Section 505 of the Patriot Act removed further restrictions on NSLs. The FBI no longer needs wordable facts, which means that it can issue NSLs in even more questionable circumstances if the requested information was relevant to an
authorized investigation to protect against international terrorism or covert intelligence activities. It also allowed every special agent in charge of the office's foreign office to confirm the nslisid. There are currently 56 field offices, which means that capacity was extended from one (or two if the
FBI director had delegated someone) to more than 50 people. Essentially, patriot act changes made it much easier to issue NSLs and gave many more people the power to do so. All without judge the oversight process, and without recipients can disclose that they had received one. If they
do, they'll be sentenced. These legislative changes did not even outline how NSL recipients could appeal. They also did not specify whether they could disclose them to their solicitor. It was only after the case that found the NSLs to violate the First and Fourth Amendments that those
provisions were added. As you can see, NSLs slowly relocate over the years to subpoenas that could circumvent judicial oversight in extremely limited circumstances, subpoenas that could get around the checks and balances of much broader situations. Foreign intelligence surveillance gag
orders from NSLs were not the only appropriate powers affected by the Patriot Act. The Foreign Intelligence Intelligence Tracking Act of 1977 was also amended. It was originally created to give both judicial and congressional oversight of government surveillance of foreign persons or
entities in the U.S. He also established the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC) to monitor fisa warrant applications. The law allows the president to allow electronic surveillance through the attorney general for a year without a court order if: it is intended solely for the acquisition of
foreign intelligence. It is not significantly likely that it will acquire content from communications that involve a U.S. person. Certain minimization procedures are followed. It also allows the government to request permission for electronic surveillance under an order of a foreign intelligence
surveillance court if: There is probable cause that the purpose of surveillance is a foreign power or a foreign agent There is likely reason that the sites being monitored would be used by a foreign authority or its representative. Certain minimisation requirements are met. Fisc supervision
orders can be approved or extended for 90 days, 120 days or year by year. Although applications from the FISC must pass through a higher barrier, and they will at least undergo some kind of supervision, the procedure will be conducted in secret. Judges only hear evidence from the
Department of Justice-not party that advocates denial of the application, as a defense attorney would be in a normal court proceedings. The only information provided is the number of requested, issued and rejected orders. In 2017, 40,668 of these secret surveillance warrants have been
approved, 41,222. Only 85 were knocked back, while 1,252 were changed. With almost 99% approving, it's hard to accept that judges in this secret court actually provide the proper scrutiny and oversight required for such overwhelming intrusions into privacy. FISA requests were amended
by the Patriot Act. Among the many additional provisions and powers, this enabled them to be given supervision orders by a court order to those who had no connection to foreign entities. Even citizens can be held under electronic supervision if they are suspected of domestic terrorism.
One of the most important provisions of our subject was Section 215 of the Patriot Act. This allowed the DIRECTOR of the FBI (or an official assigned by them) to require third parties (who are not suspected of any crime) to hand over material that might assist the investigation. It covered
documents, documents, documents, books and other items. These orders were gagged, so the person or organization who received them could not tell the public, or the affected person. In 2020, 215 will expire. Although these provisions have expired at the time of writing, there is no
guarantee that they will not return in the future. The Electronic Communications Privacy Act gag orders This third major set of laws doesn't get as much journalism, but according to a paper published in the Harvard Law Review, it could be linked to the large number of electronic surveillance
warrants that are subject to gag orders. The Electronic Communications Privacy Act 1986 (ECPA) introduced the protection of telecommunications, but it also provided for certain exceptions. Our main concern is Title II, which introduced the Recorded Communications Act. Other provisions
include laws provided for in this Act concerning both compulsory and voluntary disclosure of electronic communications and transaction records of internet service providers. However, it seems to apply to most data collection technology companies at present. The government may require
the service provider to hand over a person's data if he or she receives a warrant from the court and the information has been electronically stored for 180 days or less. Alternatively, if the data is stored in a remote data processing service for more than 180 days, government agencies may
receive data if: accordance with the Code of Criminal Procedure (or the relevant state or military court proceedings). Or, a government agency informs the subject of records through an invitation from an administrative court or a court order. There are still some situations and details, but
going into them is not very important. Most importantly, section 2705(b) allows gag orders to be issued when this information is disclosed. Government agencies may request the court to be apprehended from the notification. The courts shall issue a declaration of enforceable law if they
determine that the disclosure has negative results. Like NSLs and FISA warrants, the service provider may not be able to tell the public or the affected person that their documents have been accessed. How these legislative changes led to the canaries New or amended laws was not the
only significant change within the period after 9/11. Technological advances also changed the type and quantity of data stored and stored by communications service providers. It was no longer just some phone call data and customer basic information. The likes of Facebook, Google and
Amazon ended up knowing almost every aspect of our lives. In the midst of these exchanges, certain people, civil liberties organizations and technology advocates began to worry about the consequences of privacy. Many saw a dangerous precedent set by legislative amendments to the
Patriot Act. They correctly predicted that communications providers and other organisations could be forced to hand over data on persons with limited judicial oversight. The changes meant that the FBI was able to obtain data on individuals for the flimsiest reasons. Other government
entities had very lax legal proceedings to which they could turn. Companies that received these orders could even be gagged and couldn't tell anyone that they had received an NSL, FISA order, or other type of gagged subpoena. They couldn't tell the person whose details were related or
the public. Even if the beneficiary tried to appeal the order (if the 2005 legislation set out the appeal procedure), they had to remain silent when the case was resolved. Steven Schear In 2002, a year after the Patriot Act was passed, Steven Schear posted a comment to Yahoo! Cypherpunk's
bulletin board that described how the ISP could inform the public that they had received the NSL, without violating the law. It reasoned that, where no one was an NSL issue, no law prevented the ISP from telling them that the authorities had not requested their data. If the ISP had become
an NSL for this person, they could not be legally forced to lie to them. As a result, it was possible to circumvent the requirement of non-disclosure by creating a system where people could call their ISP and ask if they had received an NSL associated with them. If none had been adopted, the
ISP could simply answer honestly and say no. If he had one, he could just refuse to answer. This would mean that they were nsl, without the ISP ever actively breaking the law. It was the birth of the warrant canaries. Just as miners didn't have to die on the shaft of someone to know that the
air was toxic, companies don't have to explicitly tell individuals subject to the NSLs that the letter was received. The dead canary — the absence of a reply – signalled all the necessary information and the subject was then able to act appropriately, whether that meant a solicitor taking up a
position or moving to another service. Librarians vs. FBI librarians may not have the best reputation for being cool, but they were one of the most prominent groups to oppose government overreach at the time. They were particularly concerned about Section 215 of the Patriot Act, which
amended FISA. In this section, librarians compelled them to hand over the information they read about the subject. They weren't allowed to disclose when it happened. One of the most prominent librarians to be rejected was Jessamyn West. He worried that the changes could lead to a
variety of abuses, including, for example, people who end up on the no-fly list, purely to borrow a book about Islam. In response, he created several signs like this: The FBI is not here for Jessamyn West licensed CC0. The point of these signs was to inform visitors if the FBI had been to the
library. If they had access to a non-disclosure order, librarians would be banned from alerting anyone. However, if they had previously put up a sign confirming that the FBI was not there, there was nothing that would prevent them from taking it down if they didn't come. There was no law
that would have forced them to lie. So, when a regular visitor noticed one day that the sign was gone, they would know that the FBI was there, sniffing around the records. These signs behaved like warrant canaries, and they began to appear in libraries all over the country. But you'll notice
the difference between the librarian's tactics and the system That Steven Schear came up with. Schear proposed a system in the Canary Islands that would allow individuals to check whether the authorities had access to their documents, while library signs could tell the public that they
came looking. Their badges could not be reported to a specific person who had been targeted, only that the FBI had been there. Besides, they were only very useful before the FBI came to investigate the records. After this happened once, there was no additional sign to remove subsequent
FBI visits. Although it limited the warrant's canaries' usefulness, it is the direction in which they headed when they were widely accepted. rsync.net arrest warrant canary in its more modern form was posted by cloud storage provider rsync.net 2006. The company recognised the rules on
secret arrest warrants and criminal penalties by which the service provider One. He said he would execute those arrest warrants, but it would also be a post-weekly, cryptographically signed warrant for the canaries, indicating that no warrants had been served during the posting, and that no
searches had been carried out. rsync.net canary told users to take note of whether the message would not be updated because it would mean that the company was secretly forced to hand over the data. rsync.net warrant canary. While the arrest warrant canary was not foolproof and could
be harmed by coercion (if the government secretly forces any company to lie, it would make their warrant canary meaningless), designed to let corporate users know if the government had ever escaped a single record. One of the positive rsync.net the warrant canary is that it is updated
every week. If the company's data is ever available to the government, users would know soon afterwards. However, the warrant canary does not tell those who had the topic. rsync.net has continued to dispatch the order of the canaries until the writing, and it still states that no or no
searches have been carried out at any of the company's locations. The defense'rsync.net approach didn't actually get much ground in the coming years, but in 2013, the bomb dropped. Whistleblower Edward Snowden published a host of troubling mass-surveillance practices, including NSA
prism and muscular. The revelations put government over-control and invasions of privacy at the forefront of everyone's minds. Amid this confusion, Apple became the first tech giant to accept a warrant for canary in 2013. It was published in the company's open transparency report, which
described the types of applications the company received, as well as rough information on how much. The canary in this arrest warrant was very specific: Apple has never received an order under Section 215 of the U.S. Patriot Act. We hope to make such an order when we are served.
Canary did not mention Section 702 of the FISA Act. If you read between the lines this omission, it seems likely that the company had transferred the orders. Apple's warrant for The Chicken soon followed reddit, Tumblr and many others. Although these were certainly positive steps, it was
quite difficult for people to follow all these warrant canaries. The only way for anyone to know if the authorities had access to the organization's documents is if they went to the company's website and saw that the canary's warrant had no longer been renewed, or caught the news story of
the closure of the report. There was no central center. Canary Watch Canary Watch solved the problem of tracking warrants in the Canary Islands. It was formed by a coalition of organizations that included the Electronic Frontier Foundation, New York University Technology Law and Policy
Clinic, the Freedom Press Foundation and others. Canary Bell warrant for canaries, authorised submissions and monitoring of existing canaries. This provided a central location that users can visit to see if a particular organisation has a canary order and whether it was still valid. The site
was also raising awareness of warrant canaries and related privacy issues. The project wrapped up about a year after its launch, by which time there were nearly 70 warrant canaries in the database. In May 2016, the Electronic Frontier Foundation published a blog confirming that the
project had achieved its goal of popularising the concept of the warrant canaries and that the coalition behind it had reached an agreement ... that the project has progressed and reached a natural endpoint. Some order canaries are going to die Just as the concept began to become more
popular, some order canaries began to disappear. Apple's warrant, the canary was with us only for a very short time. By September 2014, GigaOm noticed that the canary was already gone. In 2016, Reddit also failed to update its warrant canary guarantee. He did not make any public
announcements the warrant for canary towns has fallen, but the user noticed its lack of a topic about the latest transparency report. Reddit CEO u/spez added more to the mystery of the situation while developing that I have been advised not to say anything one way or another. It gained
widespread attention on both Reddit and tech news sites, with EFF blog packing Canary Watch mentioning the Reddit situation likely the cause of the huge increase in demand for Canary Islands-related internet searches. Silent Circle Secure communications company Silent Circle also
found itself embroiled in a small controversy. In late 2014 Hacker News began to speculate on why his warrant for the canary had expired. Many commenters assumed that the expiration was just a warrant for canary work as intended, and that Silent Circle had become gagged to hand over
user data. Maybe so. But there's a chance it wasn't. What if the company just forgot? Amid the dubious and mostly negative comments, a user allegedly representing rsync.net claimed that their company had missed its usual publishing date about 10 to 15 times in nine years that it was
updating its canary. If this comment is to be believed, then it seems reasonable to assume that companies may simply forget, especially during hectic times. The Canary Order was later renewed, but there was another collapse in March of the following year when it was noted that the last
version of the state certificate did not have a clear statement on the canary, saying that the company had not received any gagged orders until that date. The company soon fixed the issue, but about a year later, it completely removed its warrant from the canary. Matt Neiderman, the
company's general counsel, said he did not receive secret warrants and had simply removed it for commercial reasons. Quiet circle Strategy Officer Vic Hyder went on to explain: The main reason [we cut it] is it was little benefit to our corporate customers with whom we have contracts... We
cannot literally give access to encrypted data, be it messages or voice. We also do not log on to the use of the service, and the only other information we store is customer data primarily for billing purposes. The Canary was an unnecessary maintenance requirement that we closed almost
two years ago. It created another storm of users and commenters. But what should we do about the whole situation? It's very hard to say. Maybe the trail of events was the company's way of dealing with a gagged warrant. Maybe there was no warrant, and the whole situation was just a
series of fumbles that caused so many bad news that management just figured it out. This warrant canary bird is more trouble than it's worth. In both cases, the company could have handled the situation better. If he didn't get a warrant anywhere along the line, it should have just
immediately stopped updating, and the silence would have been enough for users to get the picture. Frankly, the way in which the situation was handled and the company's statements surrounding it changed the canary's responsibility. Security requires trust in service providers, and Silent
Circle's flaws call into question their users, tech journalism and the web. The Silent Circle situation is a good example that if the warrant canary is not properly, it probably is not worth the potential for the downsing of the company. But was silent circle's warrant canary useful to its users? Not
really. The whole situation leaves them very much un aware. Of course, the warrant for canary was removed, but we can never have a 100 percent definite reason. If the company had not served any gagged warrants, and the events were purely due to its own mistakes, it had a legitimate
business reason to drop the warrant for the canary-to-end negative advertising. On the other hand, perhaps the company had been paid a time-limited user data order and used a commercial excuse to save its reputation and retain customers. As outsiders, we probably never know what
really happened, so what should users or potential users of Silent Circle products do? A reasonable decision would be to expect the worst to be safe. But if we assume that the company has added to its records, what's the logical next step? What should I do if your service provider's warrant
for the canary expires? So, your service provider has completed the renewal of your warrant canary, which leads you to assume that the government has access to at least one person's documents. You don't know if your data is involved, although for any big company, it's statistically
unlikely that yours would be the first accounting. You don't know how many records were accessed or if government agencies can access records. Warrant canaries only work And they don't leave you much information. Your options are either to stay on the service, despite the absence of a
warrant canary, or to move to a competitor. If you move to a competitor with an untouched warrant canary, it still can't offer you additional protection. The fact that the company still has a warrant does not prevent law enforcement from ordering records in the future. At best, all a competitor
can do is say whether or when the government will be knocking for the first time. That's the only real advantage he has over a bidder who no longer has his own warrant for the canary. It can't provide you with additional information you could keep jumping from new providers every time one
lost its warranty canary, but it doesn't really achieve much. It also punishes honest companies who drop their order on canaries when they receive gag orders because they can no longer get their future business. Just because a company has received an order doesn't mean that it's done
anything wrong or that it doesn't care about your privacy. Once it's delivered the order, there's nothing it can do. The company may be able to appeal, but if the order is made in secret, then the appeal must also be. In many cases, companies lose their appeal. At this stage, the company can
surrender and dismantle its warrant canary, or defy it and face criminal charges. It may also choose whether it will completely shut down its service, but it can still lead to charges. Look what Lavabit's owner went through when he closed his business to ignore the order. Because of the
stake, most companies end up performing, no matter how much they wish they didn't have to. Another thing you should consider is that it makes sense for public authorities to go to companies with the largest user bases and the most data. These companies are most likely to have
information that is useful for investigation. Therefore, the most popular platforms are not going to lose their order to the canaries first. While there are still a bunch of smaller companies that keep their order canaries, that's probably because they don't have a lot of data that authorities want.
This does not mean that they offer additional protection. Those with untouched warrant canaries may not be privacy bastions. They just might not be on law enforcement radar. Do canaries really work? In order for the canary to work, it relies on the assumption that the government cannot
force a person or entity to lie. However, the specific nature of the canaries of the order has not been put to trial. We cannot be sure that the government is not or is not secretly forcing companies to continue updating their order on the canaries despite being issued. Because of the secrecy of
many of these orders, this is not possible. In essence, we cannot know for sure whether the government has forced organisations to lie about their canaries. Warrant canaries' usefulness has been questioned by some of the most prominent security and privacy experts. Renowned
cryptographer Bruce Schneier said: ... I never thought this trick would work. It is based on the fact that a ban on speech does not prevent anyone from speaking. But the courts generally aren't impressed with such a thing, and I can't easily imagine a secret warrant that includes a ban on
triggering a warrant for a canary. And as far as I know, there's a secret lawsuit on this issue right now. Signal founder and CEO Moxie Marlinspike offered similar sentiments: If advertising is illegal, that you have received some kind of court order, it is illegal to intentionally and knowingly take
action that advertises the receipt of this order. The judge can't force you to do anything, but every lawyer I've spoken to has shown that having a canary you remove or decide not to renew would probably have the same legal consequences as just posting something that explicitly says
you've got something... Transparency reports Although the effectiveness of the warrantkanariane was warmly discussed, the related concept began to take advantage. The first major transparency report was published by Google in September 2010. It had an interactive map that allowed
people to see which governments around the world demanded that Google remove content where Google services were blocked and which governments had requested user information. While the original interactive map is no longer available (Google restructured its transparency reporting
tools), Mashable's article tells us that it included the entire number of government requests from countries and whose service (Gmail, YouTube, etc.). The article states that there were 4,287 requests for user information from the United States government in the first half of the year. This
figure covered all types of applications, but excluded those with gag orders. Mashable noted that Google's FAQ stated: We would like to be able to share more information, including how many times we disclosed the data in response to these requests, but it is not an easy thing ... However,
in the first edition of the transparency report, Google did not specify how many of these requests were met. In Google's blog post announcing the transparency report, he noted: We consider this a concrete step that, we hope, will encourage both companies and governments to be similarly
transparent. In a recent report by Google, which reported the number of applications in 2010, the number of applications was 1.5% of the time. Of the 4,601 requests received from the US authorities, 94 percent responded. Transparency reports are starting to get the land inspired by
Google, Twitter launched its transparency report in 2012. The Twitter report contained information on how many: government received user information, government requests received to conceal content and DMCA withdrawal notices received from copyright holders. It contained data from
all over the world, but we're sticking to the US figures. Of the 679 requests that Twitter received from U.S. authorities, it answered 75 percent. After the Edward Snowden revelations, many companies began to follow the example of Google and Twitter. Sure, much of it was probably a PR
push after people's trust in tech companies took a significant hit, but we now have transparency reports from the likes of Facebook, Microsoft, Uber, Apple and more. Transparency reports are usually drawn up on the company's own initiative, so there are no rules on their structure. While
some companies create maps and interactive tools like Google, many others simply publish them as written reports. Each company offers different services, collects data in different ways and receives different law enforcement requests. They also have their own motives for publishing
reports so that they can finally add different types of information. Some companies include warranties in transparency reports, but most of the bigger names are not. Until more detailed data were provided in the transparency reports up to that point, companies were limited to what they could
disclose in their transparency reports. If secret orders were issued to them, they would not be able to include them in the reports unless the gag expired. In most cases, they listed the total number of applications received without any particular siding of information on the type of applications
or their relative quantities. In March 2013-before Snowden-Google reached a deal with U.S. authorities and became the first company to be granted permission to publish a number of National Security Letters that it received, but only on a large scale. In a blog posted by legal director
Richard Salgado, the company announced that it published numbers ranges, not accurate figures... to address the concerns raised by the FBI, the Department of Justice and other agencies that release exact numbers could reveal information about investigations. Google's transparency
report found that it had received 0-999 national security letters each year. These letters were related to: 1000-1999. Later in the year, in the wake of Snowden's 2013 revelations, Google issued a letter to the offices of the FBI and attorney general that seemed to offer to distance itself from
the public's perception that it was indiscriminately handing over data to the government. The letter stressed that the discounted failure to comply with FISA's application prompted negative speculation and requested authorisation to publish a total number of national security requests,
including FISA orders. Google asked it to include both the number of applications received and their scope Reports. By September, Google, Microsoft, Facebook and Yahoo! had filed petitions to the FISA Court asking them to be allowed to disclose more details about the number of FISA
orders they received. In early 2014, it culminated in an agreement between the Department of Justice and the four companies that allowed them to disclose the number of fisa orders they received together, but with a six-month delay and only in bands. With this decision, the companies
showed that in 2013, the company had to pay a eur 500000000 000 to the Microsoft received metadata subscriptions under 1,000 and 1,000 communications content subscriptions related to 15,000 to 15,999 accounts. Yahoo! provided government metadata with fewer than 1,000 accounts
and communications content between 30,000 and 30,999 accounts. Facebook handed over customer metadata for 0-999 accounts, while it disclosed content data to 5,000 of the 5,999 accounts. In 2015, Section 603 of the USA Freedom Act codified much of it into law, offering four different
reporting methods for those subject to FISA nondisclosing requirements. Companies were allowed to publish the total number of orders, directives or letters received on a semi-annual or semi-annual basis. However, these figures were limited to the presentation of these numbers in broad
frequency bands and not to the exact number of applications received. In 2014, Twitter filed a lawsuit claiming that it had the right of the First Amendment to share the total number of surveillance orders received within six months. It also sought to assert its right to disclose whether it had not
received certain orders – effectively fighting to confirm its right to issue the canaries of the arrest warrant. The incident followed Twitter's 2014 decision to back the 2014 world series. The report contained and ultimately censored the number of secret surveillance orders received. That
censorship sparked a six-year legal battle that finally ended in April 2020, when a judge agreed with the government's contention that state secrets contained in its declarations do not need to be dinged to Twitter's defender because of national security concerns. The judge then found that
these problems were sufficient to justify Twitter's 2014 decision to take part in the 2014 financial year. If that's not clear, Twitter's solicitor never even got to see the declarations, despite high-level security clearances. The judge split the government, though Twitter never understood why. Are
transparency reports more useful than canaries? As large companies that often receive these requests, it has been a while since the order canaries have been able to provide a lot of useful information. Although some of them used to have warrant canaries when they received secret
requests, they could not display no longer, so that the warrant canaries were no longer so that they could display information to their users. The situation is different for smaller companies whose information does not appear to be so highly valued by the authorities. If the warrant canary is
still regularly updated and there have been no strange cases, then they generally do a good job of notifying users that the company has not received the gag order. While many of these smaller companies are doing a great job of trying to keep their users as informed as possible, the reality
is that most people probably have huge swathes of data hidden away from the servers of these big companies that are no longer warrant canaries. In such situations, transparency reports are our only hope for solid data. However, even the information that these companies show in their
transparency reports may not be particularly useful. We can monitor each company's reports year after year to see if the number of applications received increases. We can also look at statistics from different countries and see which governments are most demanding. We can look at which
companies comply with the highest government orders. However, many of these figures do not provide much practical information on which we can act. Of course, we will see if governments are getting hungrier and hungrier for data. But do these figures really tell us anything about the
company and its attitude to protecting its users? Certain companies may receive many more requests than others because they have the type of data that is most useful for research. Or they may have a higher proportion of criminal activity on their platforms. The total number of applications
may not tell us much. Likewise, the percentage of cases in which a company follows the authorities may be an indicator of how much they are prepared to withstand on their own users. However, there may be some legal reasons why one company will eventually have to hand over more
than the other. Without a case-by-case basis, the information we receive from these reports is not clear enough to help us make decisions. Even if we could say clearly which companies are least protective of their users, what would we do about it? Do you want to go to a competitor? If this
new company collected and stored data in the same way, there's only so much they could do to protect us if law enforcement was really banging down their doors with data. Let's face it, most companies are going to put themselves at risk to protect the user. The only time the company is
closed instead of performing was the Lavabit fiasco we mentioned earlier, and it was only because the government wanted access that could compromise the data of every Lavabit user. The argument is not that this legal situation is acceptable, it is not. There must be much greater
transparency in all these investigations and legal processes. Certain powers should also be withdrawn. in fact, the whole system and its regulation are likely to need to be reviewed. But this is the situation we are in now, and there doesn't seem to be any major changes that are protecting us
on the horizon. The reality is that neither transparency reports nor warrant canaries do much to help us. Are there better alternatives we live in an unprecedented time. No company has ever found as much information about us as these tech giants do, and all this can be dingly to the
government without ever knowing about it. In earlier eras, you would probably know if the government was looking for his house. Our online profiles can contain much more intimate information, and all of this is a fair game, often without judicial oversight. However, one proposal has been
made on how we will be informed when we have access to our online documents. However, it is based on a dubious legal basis and has not yet been implemented. Granular warrantkanaariad As we have discussed, the warrant for the canaries is not really too much for us. If there are
thousands or millions of users on the platform and its warrant canary disappears, you don't know if it's just for one person or for many records. You certainly have no idea if this includes your own information. But when we remember the return of the man who came up with the concept
behind the warrant of canary-Steven Schear-he originally described as a single user of the system. Anyone would be able to call their ISP and ask if their individual records had access. If the employee said No, they were safe, but a lack of response would mean that the data was actually
accessed. At least with this type of setup, a person could find out if they are being investigated, which seems much more useful than just knowing that someone on the user base had their records accessed. While having a call to verify the company would be a problem for both the user and
the business, it at least seems possible that these platforms containing your data are not available from any law enforcement notice on people's user profiles. If companies never received a request from the authorities, they could just strip this notice. This would alert the user without the
company ever saying anything explicitly. Although something like this is technically feasible, it has not yet been implemented by any organisation. Even the broader order for canaries stand on a shaky legal basis, so personalized they can land businesses in trouble. A 2015 study published
in Harvard's Legal and Technology Journal found that the He argued that this type of granular warrant canary had the greatest potential to undermine the national security investigation... because they may alert the purpose of the government search investigation, prompting that person to
stop using the target service and try to delete his or her data from it. It went on, saying that the government high interest in preventing this from taking place and concluded that the courts consider that those canarys have less jurisdiction. The article states that order canaries are subject to
means of a strict security analysis, and that the courts are unlikely to apply first amendment protection to a hypothetical canary that provides personalized daily messages to individual user accounts, given the actual damage it may cause to a legitimate investigation. This contrasted with the
personal order of the canaries of a broader order for canaries, concluding that order canaries that do not cause harm to the government's national security interests are almost certainly protected by the First Amendment. The idea of order canaries that are granular down to the individual
level is from the very beginning, and it would be trivial for companies to implement such systems. However, we have still not seen any organisation organise it. Companies seem too afraid of possible legal consequences. If it weren't for the kind of legal gray cloud hovering over their heads,
you would have to theorize that at least one company would try personalized canaries as a way to stay out of the crowd. Use service providers that store your data in other jurisdictions If the canaries of a personalized warrant don't seem to be on the table, how about your data unavailable?
You must choose a service provider located in a country that does not cooperate with your country in the investigation, or a service provider with much more stringent legal proceedings. If you are in the U.S., you would probably want to stay away from other Five Eyes countries because
their intelligence services tend to work closely together. This is probably best also away from authoritarian countries and those who do not have due process as well. Some of the best countries with privacy laws are Estonia and Iceland. If you use and retain services based in these
countries, you will be offered greater protection against noisy law enforcement. Don't give them data in the first place If you're really concerned about the government using these powers to secretly collect your data and use it against you, warrant canaries and transparency reports are going
to do much to help you. You can use the services of companies that are still untouched by the order of the canaries, but if the government really wants your data, then you could have this special person whose data request ends up killing the canary. Order canaries simply can't protect you if
the authorities want their information badly enough. The only way you can truly protect your data is to reduce how much of it reaches companies. It would take another article just as long as this one to describe all the complexity, but some basic tips include: The above is just the beginning.
Some more comprehensive sources of information privacytools.io and PRISM BREAK. Data collection and government capacity your data is a long, complex and arduous process. Most of us never take it to the extremes, but even a few simple changes can significantly reduce the amount
of information and data we collect about you that can fall into the hands of the authorities. Authorities.
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